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Boundaries: A Two Person Dance
Brianna N.

Healthy boundaries can be challenging to navigate, set
and communicate but they ensure that our relationships
are safe, supportive, and respectful.
Healthy boundaries can be challenging to navigate, set
and communicate but they ensure that our relationships
are safe, supportive, and respectful.
I like to think of boundaries as a dance in which two
people are involved.
The first step is owning your role in the dance. Boundaries
are personal and look different for everyone. Reflecting
on your values and needs will help you define what you
are comfortable with and how you would like to be
treated by others.
The second step is open communication. Proper
communication ensures that the dance flows. Healthy
boundaries guide your steps and ensure that no matter
where you go, the other person knows how to follow
along. When you do not openly communicate, the other
person may move too close, and your toes will get
stepped on
The third step is recognizing and accepting that there is
no ‘perfect’ way to dance. Our expectations for ourselves
and others must be realistic. Just like a dance,
establishing healthy boundaries takes time and practice.
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Do YOU want to learn more about healthy boundaries?
For the month of March, Health and Wellness meetings will be used to practice
establishing healthy boundaries. Starting March 3rd, you will have the opportunity
to participate in role-play, content development and/or actively engage in
workshops. The workshops will focus on 1) identifying boundaries, 2) navigating
boundaries in relationships, and 3) setting and maintaining boundaries.
How do I become involved?
Health and Wellness meetings occur every Wednesday at 1:30 PM via zoom and in
person at the Clubhouse. If any questions or ideas arise before or after these
meetings, please do not hesitate to connect with me!
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Frank’s Blog - Budget 2021-22
Potential Place began the budgeting process for our
upcoming fiscal year in early January 2021. COVID
presented new challenges and opportunities for
members to be engaged in the budgeting process as
input was received from colleagues via zoom, slack,
email, text and in-person. We assume we will be
returning to some semblance of normal in the late
summer and early fall and so we have ramped up our social recreation activities
outdoors and indoors with the hopeful return to normal. We have purchased an air
hockey table and will budget for a new ping pong table. We have budgeted for many
new and several repeat activities including a camping trip, a trip to Banff and
several arts related activities both in-house and in the community.
We have also budgeted to continue our addictions counselling program at the
Kahanoff Centre through September 2021 and will seek to continue it beyond that
date.
I very much appreciate that members participated in setting the Café budget, Social
Recreation budget, housing budgets and other components of the 2021-2022 budget!

Transitional Employment Updates
Enitan
We are delighted to let everyone know that Potential Place secured another TE with
Good4U a thrift store located at 1338 36 Ave NE. The job title is Business
Development Specialist, and it is 20 hours a week.
Alex Chang is the selected member for the TE placement and has started his TE
placement. Congratulations to Alex!
We are also in the process of securing another TE with Iron Horse Supply, located at
200-229 33 Street NE Calgary. It will be another 20 hours a week placement. The
job entails organizing materials and doing administrative work. Further details will
be available soon.
For more information, please contact Enitan at 403 216 9252 or
enitan.iboye@potentialplace.org.
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Rules of Life and Boundaries
Becky W.
To maintain mental health and protect ourselves, we need healthy boundaries
along with a mindset to match. Without that, we can feel beaten down and
violated. We start to feel negatively about others and can feel used or treated
poorly. We can start to blame others and cause rifts, letting things fester out of
control.
The biggest issue that I have seen come up is lending money to a friend. Most of
the time, lending out has conditions attached to it. That expectation that the
money WILL be returned back to you. Some of the time, the money isn’t
returned and this creates rifts between people. Friendships aren’t worth ending
over $5. It is over the mindset and the dogged expectation.
Author Richard Templer in his book, The Rules to Break writes:
“Be generous”, then he points out, “Never lend money unless you are prepared
to write it off.” This can mean other things to - lending your CD, a book etc.
Things get borrowed and sometimes damaged. There is a risk attached to this.
A healthy way to go about that is:
1. Make an agreement with yourself to refuse lending out any money. The best
way is to refrain, if you live on a tight budget and can’t give money away. There
is no shame or guilt in saying no. Be firm about it. You don’t owe anyone an
explanation either. Just because they are a good friend, you OWE THEM
NOTHING. Get the message out there - no means NO.
2. If you do happen to lend any money out, better to have the mindset of no
expectation of any money returning. See it as an unconditional gift going out to
the world. Most of the time, when you friend who is borrowing and, on a
budget, probably can’t make the IOU.
3. If you find that you need a few extra bucks, a suggestion would be to you look
at your budget and see where you are possibly overspending. Have the oldfashioned attitude of if I have the money for it, I will buy it…. if not, then I will
refrain from getting it. It is important to be money savvy. Sit down with staff or
somebody that can help you learn how to budget and to save money. There are
many good programs in Calgary that can help you with this, so you don’t have to
borrow all the time, if that is a pattern. Assess your finances.
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4. Know that your friends can be strapped for cash and cannot always afford to
be giving out any money, and hounding them to help out is not a healthy thing
to do. Unwanted peer pressure adds to mental illness stresses. If somebody says
NO, please respect them and what they say.
Etiquette on differing beliefs other than your own:
In the past, I have seen a whole bunch of nastiness and verbal bashing over
different beliefs. It seems that when people disagree with a belief, they
sometimes attack it and then waste a lot of time and energy on trying to prove
that the way they think is the only right way that there is. They strongly think
the other person is wrong and all respect appears to be lost. The bully
steamrollers the believer and think that they are entitled to treat a person in
that manner. This is where a person loses inner control.
The reality of this world is this - there are 7.7 billion people on this planet and
there are many ways to live life, to think, to feel, to act etc. It is the way life
goes and nobody really has power to control it or think they are responsible for
"correcting" another. However way a person decides to live their life and believe
in whatever is no body's business. Though I will add - as long as the person is not
directly hurting others - for example religious extremists, criminal activities,
racism, etc.
I have always seemed to march to a beat of my own drummer and see the world
in a different way, so I come across those who are different. Here is what I do nothing. If a person wants to believe that purple hippos dance on their ears and
if rubbing their left foot brought them calm and inner joy then so be it! If it
makes the other person happy then I am all for it. If I don't agree with it, then I
am free to agree to disagree and leave it at that. How they decide to live their
lives has no effect on my being and living at all. If they are happy – good!
I expect others to live their lives and go down their own paths and find a life
that fits for them, and on the same token not to expect anybody to conform to
how I believe. I have no desire to convert anybody or have others be like me. I
enjoy differences and try to embrace them as well.
So, when meeting up with someone who has differing beliefs, there are a few
responses:
1. Okay, neat.
2. I agree to disagree
3. To each their own
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I wanted to share one of my favorite quotes I have ever come across. It was
from a MBTI Book called Please Understand Me:
“If you do not want what I want, please try not to tell me that my want is
wrong. Or if my beliefs are different from yours, at least pause before you set
out to correct them. Or if my emotion seems less or more intense than yours,
given the same circumstances, try not to ask me to feel other than I do. Or if I
act, or fail to act, in the manner of your design for action, please let me be. I
do not, for the moment at least, ask you to understand me. That will come
only when you are willing to give up trying to change me into a copy of you."

Thank You to Our Donors!

We would like to thank the Calgary Foundation for
awarding a grant to Potential Place under their Phase 2:
Pandemic Recovery Grant stream! The grant will help us to
fund part of our housing program (staff and maintenance).
We appreciate the Calgary Foundation recognizing the
importance of supporting housing for our members.
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Staying Fit in the Winter
Trevor K.
Staying fit during the cold can be a challenge. However, with simple actions it
can be made easy, even during COVID-19 restrictions!
It could be as simple as pushing yourself to walk as close to home as one can
after Potential Place/work. Avoid driving for short distances, anything within a
15-20 minutes walk is not worth driving. Another good alternative to get
around is bicycling. If you lack a treadmill you can go to your nearest park and
walk/run up and down a hill to have the same effect.
For upper body work outs there are pushups, sit-ups, planking and such! Create
a small gym space at home and use dumbbells and chin up bars, these can all
still be safely purchased online and even in store if need be, plus they take up
little space.
Remember when heading out to exercise in the cold to dress appropriately,
frostbite and hypothermia can still set in even if you are feeling warm. Last
not least, when in an open area outside that’s free of others to remove your
mask during major workouts, this is to prevent hyperventilation.
Being fit is easy as long as you reach for it, no matter the circumstance!
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Coping with The Pandemic- Pre, During, and
Post
Michael H.
At the start of the pandemic the clubhouse was closed. I coped with this by
stretching, exercising, walking, watching sitcoms comedy’s and reality shows
because there were no sports. Restaurants were also closed, running solely for
takeout or delivery. I was unable to meet with friends, who are really great
guys. As the time progressed, the Clubhouse opened for five colleagues in the
morning and five colleagues in the afternoon.
During the pandemic, the Clubhouse was opened for the work-ordered day.
Food hampers were given twice a month, either by delivery or pick up. Social
recreation started back up on Saturday’s, the events were outdoors only. And
on Friday afternoons for virtual games, coffee talks and so much more. Mental
health support was given. We engaged in the virtual accreditation of our
Clubhouse – a first in Canada. And, a water pipe feeding our sprinkler system
burst! Many people still attended meetings over zoom. Lunches were still being
delivered or eaten with colleagues at the clubhouse. And, our transitional
employment positions remained and we even secured two new ones!!
After the pandemic, we can hope for these things to happen:
•

No more masks

•

Social recreation is operating within the clubhouse both Friday and
Saturday

•

Our van will be in service to take us to activities outside of the
Clubhouse

•

Members and those isolation will reconnect with Potential Place

•

More people will attend our daily meetings

•

Everybody will be vaccinated

•

People will be coming to Potential Place for Addiction support

•

We will go on our annual Banff trip

•

We will have our annual BBQ

•

We will have our camping trip at Sundance Lodges

•

We will have a joyful Christmas party
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Gentle Fitness Exercises for a Healthy Heart,
Body, and Brain
As I learned from Tracy Rand - Michael W.
I did the exercises in person before the pandemic once a week in person and one
other time per week or more on my own. Now I do the exercises once a week in
Tracy Rand’s meeting Room on Zoom to keep my form correct and once a week on
my own. She calls her organization fit2age as she is a certified fitness instructor
for older adults. Her exercises are designed to build muscle for strength and
balance and to produce neural pathways to build balanced musculature and a
healthy brain,
The guiding principle is that we do no harm or injury as injury is counterproductive. Also, if the exercise is too intense and uncomfortable, we eventually
will give up on our exercises. She says that it is better to feel like we could still
do more at the end of the exercise program so that we have the energy to keep
moving throughout the day. She has us drinking plenty of water during exercise to
produce lubrication in our joints and tears for healthy eyes. She says the most
common problem in seniors’ health is dehydration.
Her exercises are done over and over again to produce good muscle memory. She
emphasizes good posture to maintain health and independence. Maintaining a
good neutral S curve of the spine gives the lungs room for breathing and room for
healthy muscle movement for mobility.
We start by lying back in our chair and starting to sit up. That engages our leg and
back muscles. Then we put our feet squarely under our legs and first put our right
food ahead with our big toe and little toe and heal forming a triangle. We then
pretend we are scraping gum off of our shoe as we drag our foot back. This
exercise keeps our knee tracking properly and the muscle memory from this keeps
our knee and foot in proper alignment during walking. We do this ten times and
then using the left foot in the same way do that ten times with the left foot for
tracking the left knee. We then put a 25 cm inflated ball between our legs and
squeeze and release fifteen times. We then squeeze the ball as hard as possible
for 15 seconds.
To exercise the opposite pair of muscles we put an elastic band around our legs
just behind our knees and holding the knot between our legs we use our thigh
muscles to push out against the band we then slightly release and stretch the
band fifteen times and hold our legs apart for fifteen seconds.
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I broke my elastic band yesterday, so I now use an alternate exercise Tracy showed
me. I drag my right leg back and forth on my heel fifteen times and similarly my left
leg.
Then we shake our legs out and plant our feet squarely on the floor and stand up.
We then squat and stand ten times using our arms to counter balance and do the
squat and stand as slowly as possible on the tenth time.
Then I stand behind my chair and slowly lift my right leg to the right being careful to
keep my foot facing forward. If the toes start to face up my form is bad. Indeed, if
the form of any of any of my exercises starts being bad, I have done enough of them
and should stop so as not to practice bad form and move on to the next exercise.
I then march the muscles out and lift my let foot out to the left side with toes facing
forward ten times in a manner similar to when using my right foot. As you may have
noticed, we exercise opposite pairs of muscles each time to keep the balanced
muscles.
The next time we move the right foot back just one length of the foot slowly and
then back to the original position ten times and walk it out. Then I do the same with
my left foot and then walk it out.
I then turn my right foot 45 degrees to my left foot and move my foot back kiddie
corner slowly and back ten times.
I then sit down again and straighten my right leg out in front of me ten times.
Then keeping my right leg out, I point and then flex my foot ten times.
Then I rotate my foot counter clockwise ten times.
Then I rotate my foot clockwise ten times and shake it out.
I then straighten my left leg out in front ten times.
Then keeping my left leg out, I point and flex my foot ten times.
Then I rotate my left foot clockwise ten times.
Then I rotate my left foot counter clockwise ten times and shake it out.
Then I put my gliders under my shoes and slide the gliders out and in while raising
my arms and lowering them imitating seated jumping jacks.
Then I move the gliders alternately right forward and left back and left forward and
right back and moving my right arm back and left arm forward imitating crosscountry skiing.
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If I do those movements until I get slightly out of breath then I am doing a cardio
workout. Then as I slowly reduce my speed until I catch my breath again, I recover.
The last steps I do are stretches. I sit on the edge of the chair facing left and drop
my right knee and raise my right arm and hold my position for twenty seconds and
lower my right arm and raise my right knee and then sit on the edge of the chair
facing right and drop my left knee and raise my left arm and hold my position for
twenty seconds and lower my left arm and raise my left knee.
I then stand behind my chair and bend at the hips and put my right leg forward
bending at the right knee and keeping my left knee straight for ten seconds I then
straighten my right knee and bend my left knee and hold for ten seconds.
I then do the mirror image of the above paragraph.
I then sit down in the chair and stretch out my arms for fifteen seconds and hug
myself with my right arm on top for fifteen seconds.
I then stretch my arms again for fifteen seconds and hug myself with my left arm on
top for fifteen seconds.
I then feel relaxed and energetic for the rest of the day.
It’s also important to mention that I drink water whenever I think of it in order to
keep hydrated and to always keep breathing.
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News from Clubhouse International

First-ever Virtual Faculty Training
Over the course of two weeks in January and
February, Clubhouse International trained five
Clubhouse members and 10 Clubhouse staff
from Canada, USA, Finland, and Australia.
The intensive training includes didactic
presentations from Clubhouse International
staff, as well as practicum experiences meant
to prepare trainees to implement a full
Accreditation visit.
The Faculty for Clubhouse Development play an integral role in ensuring the high quality
of Clubhouses around the world. Via Accreditation visits, the Faculty checks that
Clubhouses provide opportunities and resources of recovery as outlined in the
International Standards for Clubhouse Programs™.
Currently, 111 Clubhouse members and staff from 12 different countries serve on the
Faculty.

A Successful First-ever Virtual Accreditation
The Clubhouse International Accreditation Faculty
has worked tirelessly to develop a strong virtual
Accreditation process in order to adapt to the
challenges of the Covid-19 pandemic. Our first fully
virtual visit was held earlier this month at Clubhouse
De Waterheuvel in Amsterdam, The Netherlands.
The Clubhouse reports: The process for our virtual
visit was carefully prepared in advance of the ‘visit,’ with our Accreditation team, to
ensure that members and staff in the Clubhouse knew what to expect. In preparation De
Waterheuvel sent many of our Clubhouse brochures and documents, short videos of a
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member-led tour and a house meeting, and a self-study that has been revised to include
questions regarding the Clubhouse’s functioning during the pandemic.
Throughout the visit, the accrediting team, Knut Stubben from Fontenehuset Hønefoss,
Norway and Anders Rudstrom from Fountain House Stockholm, Sweden, followed our
work via Zoom (pictured on page 12).
The team participated in meetings, spoke to members and staff and after a while it was
no longer noticeable that they were only there on screen; it seemed as if they were just
with us in the Clubhouse. We are very excited with this opportunity to get Accredited!
On behalf of members, staff and board of De Waterheuvel: thank you!
Breaking New Ground: Clubhouse International Portal
In March and April 2021, Clubhouse International will be launching our newest resource –
a special self-service portal, where member Clubhouses, Faculty and Clubhouse Start-Up
Groups can manage all aspects of their relationship with Clubhouse International!
Current member Clubhouses of Clubhouse International – can manage all aspects of their
membership and Clubhouse Accreditation, access our exclusive document library of best
practices and research, view recaps of past Seminars, and much more.
Current Faculty Members – can access a new online Accreditation report plus online
Faculty Resource Manual and other tools and resources for completing onsite or remote
Accreditations, to save time and ensure Accreditation report consistency across visits.
This first part of the Portal to go live was utilized by the Accreditation Team to prepare
the first online Accreditation Report for Clubhouse De Waterheuvel as part of their
Virtual Accreditation!
Start-Up Groups – can access New Clubhouse Development Training and exclusive
resources to help them start and sustain a new Clubhouse in their community.
The launch will take place over a number of weeks. Each user community will receive an
announcement email which will include login and password change instructions. We will
provide further information as we get closer to launch!
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New! Virtual Clubhouse Training
As a response to the continued restrictions of the pandemic and the growing demand for
training, the Clubhouse International Training Base Group is working to develop a
modified virtual training program to be rolled out within the next several months.
While this training is not intended to substitute for the onsite Comprehensive Clubhouse
Training, we believe that it will serve to provide effective support and guidance for
Clubhouses currently seeking to strengthen the opportunities they provide to members.
Additional information about how and where to access this training will be available in
future newsletters.

Black History Month - Celebrating Black Leaders in our Community
Isabelle Kalisa started at HERO House NW, USA in 2014 on the Employment staff team
and has since become the Director of Community Outreach. Isabelle has been
instrumental in helping to grow the public outreach program, developing community
partnerships over the past 7 years, and she played a critical role in expanding HERO
House NW from one to three Clubhouses.
Isabelle is loved by all; she listens and engages every
member of the Clubhouse. She has helped many members
feel needed and welcomed as they start new jobs or
educational opportunities.
Isabelle, we appreciate your commitment to Clubhouse.
Thank you!

SAVE THE DATE: June 1 is going to be Clubhouse Giving Day!
Think of it like #GivingTuesday but it will be all about Clubhouse! We'll share more
information about how your Clubhouse can participate in the next few weeks.
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Biden wants to fix racial inequality. Mental health access is an important place to
start
During his first days in office, President Biden signed executive orders on racial equity –
a necessary and long-needed action – and while we cannot underestimate the
importance of such actions, we know that more can be done for Black and brown
communities, particularly when it comes to mental health.
That's why Dr. Stephanie Le Melle, a leading community psychiatrist, and Ashwin Vasan
(President & CEO of Fountain House Clubhouse in New York) joined together to pen
“Biden Wants to Fix Racial Inequality. Mental Health Access is an Important Place to
Start” for NBC News Think. This Black History Month, we call upon the Biden
administration to prioritize the mental health of Black and brown communities by
addressing their lack of access to such care, and outline solutions our federal
government can adopt to dismantle historically racist systems and breakdown barriers to
care.
“But it’s not just a lack of providers making it hard for Black and brown Americans to
access care. They need to receive culturally competent and trauma-informed care. Such
care is comprised of skills and approaches to create stronger patient engagement,
empathy and trust. They can be learned, or come from or be enhanced by shared
experiences and backgrounds. This trust and engagement are especially crucial in
relationships in behavioral health in order to communicate and connect with disordered
thoughts, moods or other behavior that can affect a person’s everyday function.
According to the American Psychological Association, about 86 percent of psychologists
in the U.S. workforce were white in 2018 and about 15 percent were from other racial
and ethnic groups, compared to 62 percent versus 38 percent for the country as a
whole. This means that Black and brown Americans often see mental health providers
that do not have shared racial, ethnic or cultural experiences, all of which can
influence the quality and effectiveness of the care they receive.
To achieve cultural competence, we must start by expanding cultural humility and
racial justice training and workforce development programs for the existing health and
mental health workforce. We must also create a trauma-informed health workforce to
address the short- and long-term health and mental health impacts of trauma from
violence — especially police violence and over-surveillance— that is endemic in lowincome communities of color, and is often combined with chronic social and economic
stressors like unaffordable housing, underresourced school systems and lack of access
to capital and economic opportunity.”
You can read the full article right here:
https://www.nbcnews.com/think/opinion/biden-wants-fix-racial-inequality-mentalhealth-access-important-place-ncna1257376
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COVID and Existential Anxiety
Excerpt from Steady: A Guide to Better Mental Health Through and Beyond the
Coronavirus Pandemic by Dr Sarb Johal.
Dr Sarb Johal is a clinical psychologist who, since 2009, has helped the New
Zealand and UK governments, as well as the World Health Organization, develop
psychosocial responses to some of the major crises of the last decade including
the coronavirus pandemic.
In 1844, Danish philosopher Søren Kierkegaard wrote: “Whoever has learnt to be
anxious in the right way, has learnt the ultimate.”
I’m no Kierkegaard, but I think he may have been on to something. The anxiety we
may be experiencing in these coronavirus times might be something that feels
different, deeper, and beyond perhaps your usual fear or anxiety about day-to-day
troubles. This feels more existential. Existential usually means feelings of unease
about meaning, choice, and freedom in life.
Whatever you call it, the main concerns are the same: the idea is that life is
inherently pointless, that our existence has no meaning because there are limits or
boundaries on it, and that we all must die someday.
That may sound pretty bleak, but it’s not an uncommon experience. It’s just that we
don’t talk about it very much, and when we do experience it, we feel like we might
be alone in our experience, so we keep it covered up.
An existential crisis often occurs after major life events, such as career or job
change, death of a loved one, diagnosis of a serious or life-threatening illness, a
significant birthday, experiencing a tragic or traumatic experience, having children,
divorce or even marriage.
For existentialists, an existential crisis is considered to be a journey, a necessary
experience and a complex phenomenon. It comes from an awareness of your own
freedoms and how life will end for you one day. That journey may reveal to us that
where there was structure and familiarity, now there is mystery, unfamiliarity, a
sense of discomfort and a feeling like somehow, things don’t fit so well any more.
Where there was certainty, there is now uncertainty and unpredictability, meaning
that we need to find our way again, in a place and time that feels unfamiliar to us.
What served us well as navigation points in our lives perhaps don’t serve us well any
more, and we find ourselves wondering what happens now, without much in the way
of a script to help us.
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Strangely enough, this sense of existential anxiety could have become worse with
the easing of restrictions and re-entry into some form of regular life. During
lockdown, the structures provided by the government gave us some sense of
certainty, at least in New Zealand and phrases like the “team of five million” helped
people band together. Research shows that connecting, especially through collective
action, can mitigate the impact of disasters on our mental health and sense of
agency.
In many places in the world, you may be uncertain about the coronavirus itself – how
it is tracking, whether it will continue to spread and whether you yourself or your
loved ones may fall ill with it, or worse.
But what if you didn’t have to solve this anxiety? Existentialists would argue that
anxiety is an inevitable part of life that everyone will experience, so it isn’t
something that we aim to eliminate, but it might be something we need to learn to
live with instead.
Around the world, many people have found that the Covid-19 crisis has helped them
realise what is truly important in their lives. The basics: like health, relationships, a
safe and warm place you can call home, dignity, freedom from persecution and
discrimination. Being able to feed yourself and pay the bills. In this way, an
existential crisis might move you towards greater authenticity, which may also bring
anxiety as you struggle for meaning. Now that the familiarity of your life has been
stripped bare, what is your life really about? You might have thoughts about the
fleetingness of your existence and how you are living it. When you stop taking for
granted that you will wake up each day alive, you might experience anxiety, but at
the same time deeper meaning too. These are actually two sides of the same coin.
Because of this, each of us must find a way to “live with” this anxiety rather than
try to eliminate it. Experiencing an existential crisis can also be positive; it can
guide you to question your purpose in life and help provide direction.
There is no specific treatment for dealing with existential anxiety, but there are
treatments that can be helpful. For example, cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT)
and medication can help to address symptoms of anxiety, depression, and other
mental health issues that may accompany existential anxiety, including thoughts of
suicide.
In the end, the process of learning to live with this existential anxiety should
possibly be framed as adaptation rather than recovery. Adaptation means being able
to constantly move as conditions change, rather than trying to recover to some
imaginary fixed point which may or may never happen. Recovery implies that this
will all be over at some fixed point in time and we can somehow make our way back
to where we were before, in terms of our lifestyles, our goals and dreams, as well as
broader aspects such as the economy and what it was focused on.
It’s clear that a lot of things will change as a result of this pandemic. It is also clear
that the recovery will not be marked by a discrete event. More likely it will be a
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much messier adaptation. First, we must await the delivery of effective vaccines
that have been proven to be both effective and safe. We will have to determine who
gets priority access and iron out any inequities of access both between and within
countries, as well as the inevitable ethical dilemmas that will arise, as well as both
vaccine hesitancy and the deliberate spread of misinformation. From my work as
Vaccine Policy Coordinator for the UK government during the H1N1 (swine flu)
epidemic of 2009–10, I know that all of this takes time and is a vigorously contested
space, not always fought on facts.
Meanwhile, the virus will continue to travel across the world, and within
communities, exploiting any gaps in protection measures. We don’t yet know how
this will play out, but we can be certain of the uncertainty the pandemic will
continue to create, and of our need to live with and adapt to it safely, while taking
measures to protect both health and livelihoods.

IMAGE BY JENELLE MCCANN
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Creative Corner

Being the Best
Bart C.
The underlying of understanding is to cope with yourself. Regions of mountains
to climb, are you tired yet? When I have time on my hands, I can reflect the
image of the still waters. An efficient story to tell. I am the worst, but God
makes the best from the worst. From the top of my head to the toes of my feet
I was made complete. If you want perfection, in me you will not see. For I am
a humble headed individual of which the terms of endearment are the best. On
this truth I will rest. Day to day hour by hour minute by minute I try to do the
best, with a little help from my friends. Where there is no greater than just
follow life’s plan

All Photography by Becky W.
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Art by Jennifer W
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The Choice is Ours
Wesley R.
Do you isolate? Are you afraid to be alone? Are you a victim? A victimizer? Are
you afraid of people? Of authority? Of criticism? Of being judged? Are you overresponsible? Do you shirk it? Do you rescue others? Do you push them away? Do
you get walked on? Do you manipulate? Do you control? Are you codependent?
An enabler? The enabled? Are you hypervigilant? Hyper-aware? Hyper-sensitive?
Are you afraid of hurting others? Do you hurt them anyway? Do you judge
yourself harshly? Do you feel broken? Ashamed? Helpless? Hopeless? Lost?
Did you grow up in dysfunction? In chaos? Overly strict? Neglect? In Alcoholism?
Drug addiction? Prescription addiction? By the fanatically religious? Militaristic?
Nihilistic? Anarchistic?
Do you feel cursed? Damned? Forever lost?
Or could the very heart of all these faults lie our greatest strengths?
If given over, given up, let go of, no longer managed, controlled, pushed down,
denied, hated—could the very heart of these dysfunctions be our greatest gifts?
Could the heart of victim/victimizing be Compassion? The heart of
codependence—True Connection? The heart of fearing authority—True
Leadership? The heart of fear—Courage? The heart of hate—Love?
Is it possible? Can this really be true? Can a curse be a gift?
Well… I would say that choice is up to each of us.
I am pretty sure it always was.
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The Emerald Isles
Ron R.
A place where people wear blue,
in a way - that isn't pretentious or exaggerated.
The halls are decked with white and black curtains to cover the windows.
The innocent lad says " I needed you all to believe in me for this to work".
Against impossible odds.
To come out on top.
All the sway of an enlightened soul,
drug down by passion's aftermath.
The Orient & the Occident come together,
in a way that would have put beauty above all else.
Mad, you say, shunned, like a stray coyote.
I say the birds of flight know where to go when seasons change.
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Art by Michael R.
Can be viewed at
the Potential Place
Addictions
Treatment Office!
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Recipe of the Month - Banana Bread Smoothie
Chosen by Stephanie F.
Prep Time: 5 Min | Cook Time: 5 Min | Servings: 2

Ingredients:
2 bananas, peeled, sliced and frozen
1 cup Almond Beverage
1/2 cup old-fashioned oats (uncooked)
1/2 cup plain non-fat Greek yogurt
1 teaspoon vanilla extract
1/8 teaspoon ground cinnamon
Pinch of ground nutmeg
Pinch of salt
1 teaspoon maple syrup, if you'd like a sweeter smoothie

Directions:
Add all ingredients to a blender and pulse until smooth. Serve
immediately. Easy!
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Game Review – Elite Dangerous
Alex C.
“Elite Dangerous” is a futuristic, 3D space simulator computer game. Developed by Frontier
Developments, a British game studio, it was released in April 2015. The game runs on various
gaming platforms: Windows, PS4, and XBox One.
So-called 4X computer games in other genres emphasize eXploring, eXpanding, eXploiting, and
eXterminating (hence the 4X abbreviation). “Elite Dangerous” has a 3X focus (eXplore, eXploit,
and eXterminate). Exploring stars and planets make up the bulk of the game, exploiting by way
of asteroid mining and space salvaging is secondary, and exterminating both human and/or
alien ships is third.
Having said that, this is a sandbox, multiplayer game. You can play however you want. Be a
relaxed space trucker, profit-driven asteroid miner, adventurous explorer, or blood-thirsty
space pirate. There are no standard questlines. You can pick up random, computer-generated
missions at any starport.
As of 2021, the in-game year is 3307 (1,286 years from now), same month, same day. By 3307,
humans colonized about 1,000 star systems surrounding Sol (our solar system) called the
Bubble. As one person among trillions in the Bubble, you are merely an observer and a minor
participant in galactic affairs. “Elite Dangerous” has its own story arc, reported via text/audio
newsfeeds.
“Elite Dangerous” is the only game that simulates the Milky Way Galaxy at 1:1 scale with 400
billion stars! Talk about feeling small. All stars that have ever been catalogued are represented
in this game with up-to-date astronomical measurements. The rest of the 400 billion stars (and
their associated planets) are procedurally generated using the most current science equations.
This is the most realistic space simulation you will ever see.
The game brings out strong emotions in people. Players either love or hate this game; some
players love-AND-hate this game (myself included). Earning in-game credits to upgrade ship
parts or buy new ships can be grindy and dull, hence the hate.
Discovering visual sights only accessible to upgraded ships is a delight, hence the love. Ever
wonder what it looks like to fly toward or around a black hole? “Elite Dangerous” accurately
shows what it is like using state-of-the-art mathematics, in real-time!
If you want to experience realistic space in-person (without leaving the comfort of Earth), this
game is for you.
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Please Donate to Potential Place
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